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1. Who is likely to be in the control room to detect early signs of the scenario?

Maybe no one in the control room

Someone always present - CRO is covered f or breaks

Who provides cover?
record who

CRO is not covered f or breaks

What would the cover operator
do in this scenario?

Deal with it themselves

Other
Record arrangement

CRO also works in f ield

How would the CRO know about this scenario if they are not in the CR?
Record how they are alerted

Call the CRO
Record how they call

N/A

Are they f ully competent?
Yes

No

Pass

Fail

Can communication/alert f ail?

Yes

No

Is there a reliable back-up?
Record backup method

Why not?
Record explanation

No

Yes

Fail

What is the longest time it can take f or the CRO to return to CR?
Record minutes (consider potential for CRO to be delayed)

Could the scenario have become unrecoverable in this time?

Yes

No

Fail

Pass

2. How likely is it that the console will be manned when early signs of the scenario are received?

Console may be unmanned

Console manned the whole time

Other
Record arrangement

Pass
CRO sometimes at other consoles in CR

CRO sometimes in other parts of CR

How would the CRO know about this scenario if they are not at the console?
Record how they are alerted when not at the console

N/A
Can alert f ail?

Yes

No

Is there a reliable back-up?
Record backup method

Why not?
Record explanation

No

Yes

Fail

What is the longest time it can take f or the CRO to return to console?
Record minutes (consider potential for CRO to be delayed)

Could the scenario have become unrecoverable in this time?

Yes

No

Fail

Pass

3. How likely is it that the CRO will detect the early signs of the scenario?

CRO is able to monitor the
process with minimal distraction

Monitoring other processes
f rom the console

May be distracted by people in CR, phones, admin tasks, nuisance alarms etc.
Record distractions

Pass

What happens if the CRO misses the early signs of the scenario?

3rd party is alerted

Alarms sound

Other
Record details

Process trips to saf e state

Process trips to un-saf e state

Nothing

Pass

Fail

Fail

What happens if the initial warnings are missed?

Alarms sound
In addition to initial alarm

3rd party is alerted

Other
Record details

Process trips to saf e state

Process trips to un-saf e state

Nothing

Pass

Fail

Fail

What is the longest time it can take the CRO to notice the scenario developing?
Record minutes

Could the scenario have become unrecoverable in this time?

Yes

No

Fail

Pass

4. How is the scenario diagnosed after initial detection?
Who is involved in the diagnosis?
Record who (e.g. CRO, Field Operator, Supervisor)

Note: Communication between people involved
in diagnosis is covered in the next tree

What ‘dynamic’ inf ormation is required f or diagnosis
Record (e.g. process data, fire & gas detection, visual)

Is it readily available in a usef ul f orm?

Yes

No
Can this result in mis-diagnosis?

No

Yes

Why not?
Record explanation

Fail

What written inf ormation is required f or diagnosis?
Record (e.g. procedure, job aid, drawing, map)

None

Why not?
Record explanation

Is it readily available, correct and understandable?

Yes

No
Can this result in mis-diagnosis?

Pass

Pass

No

Yes

Why not?
Record explanation

Fail

Pass

5. How can communication affect diagnosis of the scenario and initial response?

What is the pref erred method of communication during scenario diagnosis and initial response?

Plant radio

Landline phone

Mobile phone

Public address system

Other
Record method

No communication required
Record explanation

Can the pref erred method f ail?

Yes

No

Is there a reliable back-up?
Record backup method

Why not?
Record explanation
N/A

Yes

No
Can this result in mis-diagnosis,
incorrect or delayed response?

No

Yes

Why not?
Record explanation

Fail

Pass

Record back-up
communication method

Pass

Pass

6. Who is involved in the response to the scenario?

Parties involved in the response to the scenario

CRO f rom
af f ected plant

Field Operators
f rom af f ected plant

Supervisor f rom
af f ected plant

Personnel f rom
other plants

Management

Are the responsibilities and actions f or each party clearly def ined f or the scenario?

Yes

No

Can this result in escalation?
No

Yes

Why not?
Record explanation

Fail

How would escalation be detected?
Record method
Can it f ail?

Yes

No

Is there a reliable back-up?
Record backup method

Why not?
Record explanation

Yes

No

Pass
Pass

Fail

Emergency
services

Others
Record who

7. How can communication affect response to the scenario?

What is the pref erred method of communication during scenario response?

Plant radio

Landline phone

Mobile phone

Public address system

Other
Record method

No communication required
Record explanation

Can the pref erred method f ail?

Yes

No

Is there a reliable back-up?
Record backup method

Why not?
Record explanation
N/A

No

Yes

Can this result in incorrect or
delayed response?

Record back-up
communication method

No

Yes

Why not?
Record explanation

Fail

Pass

Pass

Pass

8a. What is the CRO doing during the response to the scenario?

Able to concentrate with
minimal distraction

Has to perf orm additional tasks
Record (e.g. phone calls, roll call,
monitoring processes, incident controller)

Distracted by people
phoning or visiting CR.
Record who

Is there anyone available
to assist the CRO.
Record who

Pass
What happens if the CRO misses signs of the scenario escalating?

3rd party is alerted

Alarms sound

Other
Record details

Process trips to saf e state

Process trips to un-saf e state

Nothing

Pass

Fail

Fail

What happens if these signs of the escalation are missed?

Alarms sound

3rd party is alerted

Other
Record details

Process trips to saf e state

Process trips to un-saf e state

Nothing

Pass

Fail

Fail

What is the longest time it can take f or the CRO to notice the scenario escalating?
Record minutes

Could the scenario have become unrecoverable in this time?

Yes

No

Fail

Pass

8b. What are Field Operators doing during the response to the scenario?

Field operator response to the scenario

Immediately available

May be delayed
making job saf e

Has to collect emergency
equipment, PPE etc.

Has non-process activities as part of emergency plan
(e.g. roll call, meet emergency services, f ire team

Pass

How long could it take f or them to respond?
Record minutes

Can other people respond in their place?
Record who

What is the longest time it can take f or a response to be achieved in the f ield?
Record minutes

Could the scenario have become unrecoverable in this time?

Yes

No

Fail

Pass

Has to muster
elsewhere

8c. What is the Incident Controller doing during the response to the scenario?

Incident controller not
required

Who will act as incident controller?
Record who

N/A

Where are they likely to be prior to the scenario?
Record location

Where do they go to act as incident controller?
Record where

Incident control centre

Process control room

Incident scene

Other
Record where

What is the longest time it can take f or them to start acting as incident controller?
Record minutes

Could the scenario have become unrecoverable in this time?

Yes

No

Fail

Pass

